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1919: The Great Labour Revolt & Red Scare















What is the Significance of 
‘Labour is Not a Commodity?’ 

• Definition of a Commodity: a relatively homogeneous or standardized 
good or service bought and sold in a market. 
• Outmoded 19th century concept with Slavery and Wife-Selling? 



Outmoded Concept of 19th Century Factories?



Is Labor Still a Commodity in 2019? 



Labour Not a Commodity: 
Ideological Slogan of Pro-Labour Groups? 



Examples Today, But Exceptions?



Labour as a Commodity in Theory, 
but Useful Abstraction? 





Commodity vs. Non-Commodity Work Input
• Both horse and human are animals that provide labour-power (body 

& energy → work) for production (horse-power/man-power). 
• Should the human worker be treated the same as the horse worker?
• 4 reasons the answer is NO. 



1: Human Agency vs. Horse Agency 
• Agency is a living thing’s capability to initiate behaviors and exert 

power to achieve its interests. 
• Both humans and horses display agentic behavior but human agency 

is unique because people have higher-order consciousness of 
themselves and their existential situation, a much-expanded and 
social-ethical set of motivating needs, wants and interests. 
• A human treated as a commodity can’t achieve consciously desired 

needs, wants, and life self-realization. A horse lacks consciousness of 
these things. 
• Thus: Labour Not a Commodity → Allow Workers to Live/Experience a 

Full Human Life. An Economy is to produce Happy People!



2: Human Interests vs. Horse Interests

• A Commodity is Owned by a Person and is this person’s Legal 
Property to (1) Sell to another person at any Time for any Price and 
(2) Use for whatever Purpose and Treat in any way desired. 
• A Commodity has no legally recognized independent Being and no 

associated legally-protected Interests. 
• A Commodity can be Exploited for Value and then Thrown Away.  



2: Political Democracy → Industrial Democracy
A Commodity Doesn’t Have Citizenship Rights
• “The agitation for freedom of combination and factory legislation has 

been a demand for a ‘constitution’ in the industrial realm. This Magna 
Carta will, as democracy triumphs, inevitably be conceded to the 
entire wage-earing class.” (S. & B. Webb, 1897: 841)
• “Labor is not a part of the public unless it is recognized as having a 

public importance. Prior to that laborers are treated as commodities 
to be bought and sold according to supply and demand. Afterward 
they are treated as citizens with rights of public protection.” (J. 
Commons, 1919: 33)
• The ILO is part of a ‘Labour
Liberation Movement.’ 



3: Market D/S Trading of Labour like a Commodity 
is Very Harmful to Efficiency and Wellbeing

• Continual Hire/Fire in a Commodity Market with No Job Security and 
No Ability to Save or Plan for Life & Family. 
• Typically More Labour Supply than Demand, hence Wage ↓ and 

Families ‘go out of business’ to restore equilibrium. 
• Little Compensating W Differential to Protect for Danger, Filth.



ILO & Governments Use Laws and Institutions 
to Raise Plane of Competition and Set a Floor



4: Use of Labour like a Commodity inside the 
Firm for Production is also Very Harmful  
• A Commodity can be treated as the Owner chooses. And because the 

worker is Rented, not Owned, there is even less incentive to care 
about the the worker’s wellbeing. 
• Sidney Webb (1912) said the street trams took better care of their 

horses (owned) than their drivers (people) 



Industrial Relations and ILO Born 100 Years Ago to 
Ensure that Labor is Treated as a Human for 
Mutual Gain Employment Relationship and Not as 
a Horse Commodity for Profit Exploitation


